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How cold was it in Alabama last month? In many places it was 
the coldest month in a generation. In Huntsville, where the state 
climatologist’s office is located, this was the coldest month since 
January 1985, tying December 1988 with an average monthly tem-
perature of 33.8 degree Fahrenheit (7.7 degrees F below normal).

Average January temperatures for other places around the state 
include:

Birmingham 36.1° (-7.7° colder than normal average and coldest since January 1985)
Mobile            42.7° (-7.7°, coldest since January 1978)
Anniston            35.9° (-7.5°)
Montgomery 39.7° (-6.9°, coldest since January 1977)
Troy                       40.0° (-6.5°)
Tuscaloosa            38.0° (-6.7°)
Muscle Shoals 35.2° (-5.8°)
 

There were three legitimate Arctic air outbreaks during the month: Jan. 6-8, Jan. 23-25, and Jan. 28-
30. The state’s coldest readings in those three events were: -1° F at Valley Head on Jan. 7, +1° F at 
Valley Head on Jan. 24, and -1° F at the Russellville airport on Jan. 29.

At the other end of the state, Mobile’s readings hit 14° F on Jan. 7, 24° F on Jan. 24, and 16° F on Jan. 
30. At least 80 daily minimum low temperature records were set, but none approached the all time 
coldest observations in stations throughout the state which include the overall coldest reading of 
-27° F at New Market in 1966.

Enterprise saw what might be considered the coldest day in its 47-year temperature record: The 
high temperature on Jan. 8 was only 18° F, almost two degrees cooler than the previous lowest high, 
set in December 1989.

If we look at the lowest highs — think of it as the “that’s as warm as it got” reading — Enterprise, 
Moulton and Chatom each had their coldest January day on record last month. Among the 83 daily 
low high records set in January, five of the records that were broken date from January 1897.



With colder-than-normal temperatures, it usually is the case that precipitation will also be 
below normal. Deficits were for Huntsville -1.59”, Birmingham -3.28”, Montgomery -2.13”, and 
Mobile -2.73”. Arctic air is extremely dry, so by the end of the month a large portion of the 
state was abnormally dry.

The real story of the month was the nasty way the last cold blast interacted with Gulf moisture 
to drop snow and ice throughout central and southern Alabama. Snow fell from the coast (1.3” 
Mobile) through the Plains (2.0” Auburn) and central valley and highlands (2.0” Birmingham). 
Normally such small amounts would melt quickly, but the cold from the previous week com-
bined with the accompanying Arctic blast wouldn’t allow it. Once packed by traffic, it was as if 
the ice were glued to road surfaces.

This winter has had no guiding influence from the Pacific Ocean, i.e. no La Niña or El Niño. It is 
in these “neutral” patterns that Arctic outbreaks are more common. We have seen especially 
cold days in late October, around Thanksgiving and then for most of January.

I’ve been asked by farmers if a cold winter means anything for the summer weather, espe-
cially for growing season rainfall. Alas, an examination of 118 years of observations shows no 
correlation between December and January temperatures and rainfall in May through June. In 
fact the correlation was 0.00. Summer weather is notoriously impossible to predict with any 
confidence this early in the year.

- John Christy
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